ABSTRACT In this paper, an ordered successive interference cancellation algorithm is proposed to realize efficient multi-user detection in interleave-division multiple access. In the proposed algorithm, the multiuser detection is implemented in the frequency domain and the bit detection results are obtained by de-spreading the chip detection results. Afterwards, the bit detection results are spread and interleaved to obtain regeneration soft chip results. The regeneration soft chip results are combined with the priori information provided by the channel decoder to obtain soft decision feedback symbols. In the proposed algorithm, the soft decision feedback symbols of detected users are exploited to cancel their interference to the subsequent un-detected users. In addition, the user detection order is optimized according to the signalto-interference-plus-noise-ratio. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve better performance in both single-input-single-output and multiple-input-multiple-output scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interleaver division multiple access (IDMA) [1] , [2] has attracted much attention from both academia and industry in recent years. Especially in recent 5G development [3] , IDMA can be seen as a kind of candidate non-orthogonal multiple access technique [4] , in which the number of users is larger than the spreading length and the user load can be larger than one. In order to separate multiple users at the receiver, each user has its own chip-level interleaver. The length of interleaver should be long enough to make sure that the chips corresponding to the same bit are distributed randomly after interleaving.
In IDMA receiver [1] , the elementary signal estimator (ESE), which is a kind of soft rake processing algorithm [5] , is introduced to perform chip-level detection at the receiver. After ESE, the detected chip logarithm likelihood ratios (LLRs) are de-interleaved and de-spreading to obtain bit-level LLRs, which is the input to channel decoder. Usually, the de-spreading and channel decoding can be seen as a cascaded low-rate channel decoding scheme. In order to improve receiver performance, the iterative processing between ESE and the cascaded channel decoder is performed. During recent research, IDMA has shown good adaptability and can be applied in various communications scenarios, such as non-Gray modulation [6] , multi-carrier transmission [7] - [9] , MIMO transmission [10] , joint detection and channel estimation [11] , [12] and repeat-accumulate scheme [13] , [14] .
In [1] , ESE demonstrates good performance in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and flat fading channels. However, in multi-path fading channels [5] , the complexity of ESE increases with the path number and the convergence of ESE becomes lower. In order to improve IDMA multiuser detection performance, the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) detector is proposed in [5] . The analysis shows that the MMSE detector in [5] requires channel inverse computation and its complexity is much higher than ESE. In [15] , the cyclic prefix is appended in each user's data block and the MMSE detector can be implemented in the frequency domain with lower complexity. In addition, probability data association algorithm (PDA) is introduced in [16] . It is noted that PDA detector has the successive property and the previously detected users' chip LLRs are exploited to cancel their interference to the subsequent un-detected users. However, in PDA detector, the maximum number of users is constrained not only by the spreading length but also by the channel delay length. The simulation result in [16] shows that the maximum number of users in PDA is usually smaller than the spreading length.
In this paper, an ordered successive interference cancellation detector with soft decision feedback is proposed in IDMA receiver. The idea of successive interference cancellation has been applied in many communications scenarios, such as single carrier transmission [22] - [24] , MIMO detection [25] , [26] and underwater acoustic communications [27] , [28] . The proposed algorithm can be well adapted to the IDMA transmission and it has the following three advantages: 1). the proposed detector can be implemented in the frequency domain and has faster convergence rate than the existing frequency domain detector shown in [15] ; 2). the maximum of the users in the proposed scheme can be larger than the user-spreading length and is not constrained by the channel delay length; 3). the user ordering can be optimized according to the signal-to-interference-plus-noiseratio(SINR).
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the signal model of IDMA in multi-path channel. In Section III, the structure of the proposed successive interference cancellation detector is given and the concrete analysis shows that the detector can be realized in the frequency domain. In addition, Section III also gives the efficient user-ordering algorithm, which is optimized according to SINR. In Section IV, the computational complexity of the proposed detector is elaborated. Section V presents the simulation results of the proposed detector in various scenarios. At last, the conclusion is given in Section VI.
In the following descriptions, lower and upper bold face letters denote the vector and matrix, respectively. For the matrix A, A −1 , A T and A H denotes its inverse, transpose and hermitian, respectively. The matrix F N and F H N denotes the N -dimensional FFT and IFFT matrix, respectively.
= diag (A) denotes the diagonal matrix which consists of the diagonal elements of the matrix A.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
In this paper, the modulation symbols are packaged into data blocks at transmitter. In order to realize the multi-user detection in the frequency domain, the cyclic prefix (CP) is inserted in front of each data block. The length of CP should be larger than the maximum channel delay. In this paper, the length of transmission data block is equal to N and the modulation order is denoted by M . In addition, the length of channel coded bits is equal to Q and the user-spreading sequence length is equal to S.
In the following, we set M × N = Q × S. This makes sure that the interleaved chip sequence generated from single channel-coding block is totally carried by single data block. Consequently, the channel decoding feedback results of each user in single data block have the same reliability. This setting simplifies the frequency domain processing introduced in Section III. In addition, under the above setting, the chip detection results of each user during single data block interval have the same SINR after frequency domain interference cancellation and equalization. Therefore, the user detection order can be optimized according to chip detection SINR of each user.
Based on the above assumption, the transmission data block of the kth user can be denoted by
The symbols in s k are independent with each other and have unit power, which means that E s k s H k = I N . The interleaved chip sequence corresponding to s k can be denoted by
Based on the assumption that Q × S = M × N , the chip sequence before interleaving is given by
At the same time, the corresponding the channel coded bit sequence is denoted by
With the help of CP, the superimposed signal of K users at the receiver can be given by the following expression
where
T denotes the received signal vector corresponding to one data block after CP deletion and n ∼ CN(0, σ 2 I N ) is the additive white Gaussian noise vector. The time domain channel response H is N × N circulant matrix, whose first column is
The circulant property of H k leads to the diagonal property of its frequency domain channel matrix. In the following, the frequency domain channel matrix G is given by
in which the diagonal element g k,n denotes the frequency domain channel response on the nth subcarrier of the kth user. The expression of g k,n is given by
The diagonal property of the frequency domain channel matrix makes it possible to implement low complexity multiuser detection in the frequency domain. 
III. SUCCESSIVE INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION DETECTOR WITH SOFT DECISION FEEDBACK
In this section, the proposed successive interference cancellation detection algorithm with soft decision feedback is elaborated. At first, the proposed detector structure is given. It can be seen that the proposed detector can obtain bit detection result by de-spreading the chip detection result. Afterwards, the bit detection result is spreading and interleaved to achieve regeneration chip result, which is combined with the priori information provided by the channel decoder to obtain soft feedback decision symbols. The soft feedback decision symbols of detected users are exploited to cancel their interference to the subsequent un-detected users. In the second subsection, the analysis shows that the proposed detector can be realized in frequency domain. In the third subsection, the logarithm likelihood ratio (LLR) calculation is detailed. Finally, the user-ordering algorithm related to the multiuser detection is given in the fourth subsection.
A. STRUCTURE OF PROPOSED MULTI-USER DETECTOR
In order to describe the multi-user detection more clearly, the details of the kth user detection in the tth iteration are shown in Fig.1 .
In Fig.1 , L(·) denotes the LLR of the corresponding bit or chip sequence. In addition, the superscript t denotes the iteration index and the subscript k denotes the user index. For variable a, the detection resultã, priori resultā, regeneration resultȃ and posteriori resultâ have different hat denotations.
In the kth user detector structure shown in provided by the channel decoding feedback in the (t −1)th iteration is applied to cancel the intersymbol interference introduced by the multi-path channel.
From the above analysis, it can be seen that other signal results can be easily obtained from the chip detection result. In the next subsection, the details of calculating chip detection result are given.
B. THE MULTI-USER DETECTION IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN
In this paper, it is assumed that the receiver has perfect channel state information. From Fig.1 , it can be seen that during the kth user detection in the tth iteration, the soft feedback decision symbols fromŝ are applied to cancel interuser interference. Based on the above analysis, the inter-user interference cancellation result for the kth user is given bỹ
Furthermore, the priori soft symbols t−1 k should be introduced to cancel the inter-symbol interference. Therefore, the detection input corresponding to s k,p can be denoted bỹ (9) where 0 ≤ p ≤ N − 1. It is noted that the priori symbols
is excluded when detecting s k,p .
To suppress the inter-user interference, inter-symbol interference and white noise simultaneously, the detector is implemented according to minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion,s
in whichC
In the above expression,V
denotes the posteriori symbol variance matrix of detected user i (1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1) in the tth iteration andV 
in which 0 ≤ p ≤ N − 1 and the set A denotes the alphabet of the modulation symbols.
From the above analysis, it can be seen that the matrix inversion [C Therefore, the computational complexity of (10) is high and it is necessary to derive low complexity implementation method.
In order to facilitate the following analysis,C t k,p in (11) can be rewritten as follows
in whichR t k is given bỹ
With the help of the matrix inverse lemma [19] , we have
By taking the result of (16) into the expression (10), s t k,p can be denoted bỹ
The above expression shows that the matrix inversion [R t k ] −1 is shared by all the symbol detections of the kth user in single data block.
In addition, it is noted that the signalỹ t k,p involved in the kth user detection depends on the symbol index p. For clearness,ỹ t k,p in (17) can be rewritten as
wherey t k is given by
Based on the above analysis,s t k,p can be given bỹ
Consequently, the symbol detection results of one data block can be further written as the following vector formula-
T . Therefore, the detection result corresponding to user k is given bỹ
where t k is the diagonal matrix and its expression is given by
In order to implement the multi-user detection in the frequency domain with lower complexity, the following approximations are introduced
The above approximations are based on the assumption Q × S = M × N . This indicates that the chips of the kth user in single data block are spreading results of single channel-coding block of the kth user. Consequently, the priori information provided by the channel decoder in the (t − 1)th iteration is considered to have the same reliability. Therefore, the approximation in (23) is given. Furthermore, the chip detection results of the kth user during single data block interval have the same SINR. Therefore, the soft feedback symbols, which are the combining results of channel decoding feedback and chip detection results, are also considered to have the same reliability. Therefore, we have the approximation in expression (24) .
Based on the above analysis, the matrix product H iV 
Therefore, the calculation of the matrixR t k in (21) can be implemented in the frequency domaiñ
where˜ t k denotes the corresponding frequency realization ofR t k and it has diagonal property.
According to the above analysis, the diagonal matrix t k in expression (22) can be rewritten as
Considering the dual property between the diagonal matrix and the circulant matrix, the matrix product
G k F exhibits circulant property and has equal diagonal elements. Therefore, t k is a diagonal matrix with equal diagonal element, which is given by
In summary, the above analysis makes sure that the detection process shown in (21) can be implemented in the frequency domain.
It is noted that the matrix inversion is preformed on the diagonal matrix in the frequency domain and the computational complexity is significantly reduced. The concrete complexity analysis is given in section IV.
C. LLR CALCULATION
Having known the soft symbol detection results t k , the chip LLR detection result L(x t k ) should be calculated as the input to the cascaded low-rate channel decoder.
In order to describe LLR calculation more clearly, the expression ofs t k,p should be rewritten as follows
where µ t k,p denotes the signal coefficient of s k,p and ε t k,p denotes the superposition result of the inter-symbol interference, inter-user interference and noise. From expression (9) and (10), µ t k,p is given by
which is a real coefficient. In addition, the mean of ε t k,p is equal to zero and its variance can be given by
In this paper, QPSK modulation is applied and s k,p can be denoted by 
By taking the result of µ t k,p and σ t k,p 2 into the above expressions and applying the matrix inverse lemma, we have the following results
It is obvious that the coefficient λ t k has be obtained during calculatings t k,p . This means that the coefficient required in calculating LLR doesn't introduce additional complexity.
D. USER ORDERING BASED ON SINR
According to the result in expression (31), the detection SINR corresponding to s k,p in the tth iteration can be denoted by
Based on the matrix inverse ofC
By taking result of (40) into (39), the SINR of s k,p can be rewritten as follows
Based on the analysis in the second subsection, the term
h k,p is the pth diagonal element of the matrix t k . Because t k has equal diagonal elements, the result in (41) can be further given by
Therefore, each symbol in one data block of the kth user has the same detection SINR. When calculating λ t k , the soft decision feedback symbols of k − 1 detected users and the channel decoding feedback of K − k + 1 un-detected users are needed. Therefore, the detection SINR of the kth user can be achieved before the kth user detection. Based on the above analysis, the user ordering can be realized according to the SINR result shown in expression (42).
In the following, k is introduced to denote the undetected user set before the kth user detection. It is obvious that k contains K −k +1 un-detected users. In addition, u(k) denotes the selected user in the kth detection, which is determined by the following expression
is obtained and it is the undetected user set before the (k + 1)th user detection. In addition, the optimized user ordering doesn't affect the above frequency domain detection analysis except for the user index denotation.
IV. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, the computational complexity of the proposed successive interference cancellation algorithm is analyzed. The number of real multiplications is applied to measure the computational complexity. According to the analysis in Section III, the kth user's interference to the subsequent undetected users should be updated after calculatings t k . Therefore, the complexity analysis is divided into two parts, the first part is the first user detection and the second part is the subsequent user detection with k > 1. In addition, we assume that the frequency channel responses are well known at the receiver.
A. COMPLEXITY OF THE FIRST USER DETECTION
According to expression (19) , the input to the first user detection should be given by In addition, the coefficient λ t 1 is given by
Having knownv t j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N , calculating λ t 1 requires (K + 1)N real multiplications.
After calculating λ t 1 , the frequency domain diagonal matrix˜ t 1 is already obtained, which is given bỹ
Therefore, calculating˜ t 1 doesn't require additional complexity.
Next, the detection results t 1 is given bỹ
The above expression requires 2N log 2 N + 10N real multiplications. Finally, calculating the LLR results based ons t 1 requires 2N real multiplications.
According to the above analysis, the overall complexity of the first user detection is given by
(48)
B. COMPLEXITY OF SUBSEQUENT USER DETECTION
When k > 1, the input to the kth user detection Fy t k can be derived from the previous user's input and it can be given by
The above updating requires 2N log 2 N +4N multiplications. In addition, calculating λ t k based on λ t k−1 requires 2N real multiplications. After calculating λ t k , the frequency domain diagonal matrix˜ Finally, the LLR calculation requires 2N real multiplications.
Therefore, the complexity of the kth user detection when k > 1 is equal to 4N log 2 N + 18N
C. OVERALL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Based on the above analysis, the complexity of the proposed algorithm in one iteration is given by
Therefore, the overall complexity is given by
where I is the iteration number. According to the result in [15] , the complexity of the existing MMSE detection algorithm is given by
The concrete complexity result is given in the next section.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed ordered successive interference cancellation algorithm is simulated. The data block length N is equal to 2048. The spreading sequence is [+1, −1, +1, −1] and S is equal to 4. The QPSK modulation and the rate-1/2 convolutional code with generator polynomial (23, 35) is applied. The channel response maintains constant during one data block interval and is perfectly known by the receiver. In the following simulation results, ''MMSE'' curve denotes the performance of the existing algorithm in [5] and ''Ord'' curve denotes the performance of the proposed ordered successive interference cancellation algorithm. In addition, the user load is defined as K /S. [20] . When BER is equal to 10 −5 , the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm with 4 iterations achieves about 0.2 dB gain over the existing ''MMSE'' algorithm with 4 iterations. In addition, the performance loss of the proposed algorithm with 4 iterations is marginal compared with AWGN bound when BER is equal to 10 −5 . The above result indicates that the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm shows better convergence than the existing ''MMSE'' algorithm.
In Fig.3 , the extrinsic information transfer chart (EXIT) [17] , [18] in generalized Proakis B channel is given. The ''Low rate decoder'' denotes the concatenation of the 1/4-rate spreading and 1/2-rate convolutional channel decoder and its overall coding rate is equal to 1/8. The EXIT curve indicates the proposed ''Ord'' detector is more efficient than the existing ''MMSE'' detector in generalized Proakis B channel. 
B. SISO FADING CHANNEL RESULTS
In this subsection, the simulation results are given based on the assumption that each transmitter and receiver has single antenna (SISO). From Fig.4 to Fig.7 , the uncorrelated 12-ray Rayleigh fading channel is introduced. The power delay profile is given by p l = e −l/α / 11 i=0 e −i/α , in which α denotes the RMS spread [21] . When α becomes larger, the multi-path channel introduces more inter-symbol interference. In addition, the curve ''Single User Bound'' denotes the performance with single user activated in IDMA transmission. 
1) RESULTS WITH
In Fig.4 , the RMS spread α is equal to 2 and the number of user K is equal to 5.The user load K /S is equal to 125%. The results in Fig.4 indicates that the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm has better convergence. With 3 iterations, the performance of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm is 0.6 dB better than that of the existing ''MMSE'' algorithm when BER is equal to 10 −5 . Furthermore, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm can approach ''Single User Bound'' with only 3 iterations, while the existing ''MMSE'' algorithm requires 4 iterations.
The complexity analysis in Section IV shows that when K = 5, the complexity of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm with 3 iterations is 2.7 × 10 6 . At the same time, the complexity of the existing MMSE algorithm with 4 iterations is 3.18 × 10 6 . Therefore, when approaching ''Single User Bound,'' about 15% computations are reduced in the proposed algorithm. In Fig.5 , the RMS spread is equal to 3 and the user number K is still equal to 5. It can be seen that with the same user load equal to 125%, the proposed algorithm in multipath fading channel with larger RMS spread still exhibits good performance. With 3 iterations, the performance of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm can approach ''Single User Bound'' when SNR is larger than 9.5dB. In addition, with 3 iterations, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm exhibits 0.6dB gain over the existing ''MMSE'' algorithm. At the time, the complexity advantage of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm remains with the RMS spread α is equal to 3.
2) RESULTS WITH K = 6
In the following Fig.6 and Fig.7 , the user number K is equal to 6 and the user load is equal to 150%. Larger user load means more severe inter-user interference.
In Fig.6 , α is equal to 2. The simulation result shows that compared with the existing ''MMSE'' algorithm, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm exhibits about 1.6dB gain with 3 iterations when BER is equal to 10 −5 . At the same time, its performance loss compared with ''Single User Bound'' is about 0.4dB. This indicates that in SISO scenario, with K = 6 and 3 iterations, the performance improvement of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm is obvious.
The above property remains with α = 3 and it is shown in Fig.7 . When BER = 10 −5 and the iteration number is equal to 3, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm has about 2dB gain over the existing ''MMSE'' algorithm.
For clearness, Table 1 summarizes the SNR required for each algorithm when BER is equal to 10 −5 in SISO scenario. It can be seen that the performance gain of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm is obvious.
3) SISO CONVERGENCE PROPERTY Fig.8 exhibits the convergence performance of ''MMSE'' and ''Ord'' algorithm with RMS spread α = 2 and SNR = 11dB. It can be seen that the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm can approach ''Single User Bound'' with only 3 iterations when K = 5. When K is equal to 6, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm requires 4 iterations to reach ''Single User Bound.'' In addition, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm exhibits better convergence property than the existing ''MMSE'' algorithm. In Fig.9 , the convergence performance with α = 3 and SNR = 10dB is shown. With larger α, the inter-symbol interference becomes more severe. It can been seen that when K = 5, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm can still approach ''Single User Bound'' with only 3 iterations. Furthermore, with K = 6, 4 iterations of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm is necessary to approach ''Single User Bound.'' In addition, Fig.9 indicates that the convergence advantage of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm remains with α = 3 in SISO scenario.
C. MIMO FADING CHANNEL RESULTS
In this subsection, the simulation results are given based on the assumption that each transmitter and the receiver has 2 antennas. Furthermore, the multiple-path channels still obey the exponential power delay profile, which has been defined in the previous subsection. 
1) RESULTS WITH
In Fig.10 , the RMS spread α is equal to 2 and the number of user K is equal to 5. With multiple antennas, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm still exhibits good performance. With 3 iterations, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm has 0.7dB gain over the existing ''MMSE'' algorithm when BER is equal to 10 −5 . In addition, only 3 iteration of ''Ord'' algorithm is required to approach ''Single User Bound.'' When the RMS spread α becomes 3, inter-symbol interference becomes larger. The result in MIMO scenario with α = 3 and K = 5 is shown in Fig.11 . Compared with ''MMSE'' algorithm, the performance improvement of ''Ord'' algorithm with 3 iterations is about 1dB. At the same time, its performance loss compared with ''Single User Bound'' is only 0.1dB when BER is smaller than 10 −5 .
The above analysis shows that, with 2 transmitter and receiver antennas and K = 5, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm still has notable performance improvement. 
2) RESULTS WITH K = 6
In this part, the simulation results with 2 antennas and K = 6 are given. More user introduces more inter-user interference. Fig.12 and Fig.13 shows the results with α = 2 and α = 3, respectively. It can been that with K = 6, the performance gain of ''Ord'' algorithm over ''MMSE'' algorithm is more obvious with 3 iterations. However, compared with ''Single User Bound,'' the performance loss of ''Ord'' algorithm with 3 iterations is not marginal. This stems from more inter-user interference in MIMO scenario worsening the performance of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm.
For clearness, the SNR required for each algorithm when BER is equal to 10 −5 in MIMO scenario is given in Table 2 . It can been that the advantage of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm is significant in MIMO scenario. K = 5, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm can approach ''Single User Bound'' with only 3 iterations. When K = 6, 4 iterations of ''Ord'' algorithm are required to achieve ''Single User Bound.'' With K = 5 and K = 6, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm has better convergence property than the existing ''MMSE'' algorithm. In Fig.15 , the RMS spread α is equal to 3 and SNR = 8dB. When K = 5, the performance loss of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm with 3 iterations is small compared with ''Single User Bound.'' When K = 6, the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm requires 4 iterations to approach ''Single User Bound.'' Similar to that shown in Fig.14 , the convergence advantage of the proposed ''Ord'' algorithm with α = 3 remains in MIMO scenario.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an ordered successive interference cancellation algorithm with soft decision feedback is proposed in IDMA transmission. The analysis shows that multi-user detection can be implemented in the frequency domain. In the proposed algorithm, the soft decision feedback symbols of detected users are exploited to cancel their interference to the subsequent undetected users. The user detection order can be optimized according to the SINR result. The simulation result shows that in both deterministic and fading channels, the proposed algorithm shows better convergence performance than the existing MMSE detection algorithm.
